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IMER COMBI 200/250VA BRIDGE SAWS
All New Combi Saws, Lighter, & Able To Plunge Cut!
Manufactured using the latest die cast aluminum fusion
technology. These saws are very strong, light and accurate. 
Adjustable cutting head makes plunge cuts and L cuts a snap. 
45 degree miter cuts are quick and simple, just tilt the cutting head.
Blade speed 2800 RPM. Includes stand, side table and diamond 
blade.
8” 200VA - 24” rip cut, 16” diagonally, (with plunge cut).
10” 250VA - 31” rip cut, 20” diagonally, (with plunge cut).
8” COMBI 200VA $889.00 item 5837
8” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
1-1/2” depth of cut, weight 45 lbs. 1 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 35”L x 20”W x 47”H. (with stand). 
10” COMBI 250VA $1249.00 item 5839
10” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
2” depth of cut, weight 70 lbs. 1.5 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 55-1/2”L x 37” W x 48”H. (with stand).
 
FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING*
FREE FOLDING STAND 
FREE SIDE TABLE
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.
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SIRI TOP PULL TILE CUTTERS
SIRI pull cut tile cutters are the original design using 
one bar to guide the handle.
Pull the handle to score, then break the hardest porcelain, 
floor tile and mosaics.
Double spring board allows for ease of tile cutting.
Accurate adjustable protractor guage ensures a perfect cut.
This tile cutter offers the best cutting gauge of all cutters.
Maintenance kit and extra cutting wheel included.
Diagonal cutting capacity:
22” 15” diagonally 5057 $199.99  S&H $4.00
26” 18” diagonally 5068 $209.99  S&H $6.00
31” 22” diagonally 5080 $249.99  S&H $8.00

FREE EXTRA CUTTING WHEEL!
FREE MAINTENANCE KIT!

Optional Ruler Extension 
Included

item 7570

item 7320

24” Rip Cut

VX 10.2 XL PRO
New, compact professional quality saw that cuts 
larger format tiles. 2 HP motor, 115 volts.
Liquid cooled bearing housing!
Stainless Steel Water Pan.
Weight only 83 lbs.
Rips: 24”, diagonally cuts 18” tile.
Depth of cut 3-1/4”.
Saw dimensions 23”L x 22-1/2”W x 19”H.
10” Pearl blade, drip tray and bullnose miter guide included.
Folding stand and extra porcelain blade included.
$899.99 item 5711 SHIPPING $62.00

           FREE Folding Stand  ($79.99 value) 

FREE Extra Porcelain Blade  ($54.99 value)

PEARL PORCELAIN DIAMOND BLADE
Designed for porcelain. 10” $54.99  item  6091

Carrying case. 22” & 26” $53.00 
Carrying case. 31” $57.50 



Clean grout joints standing up!
Works on walls and floors.
Comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary. 
Cut time by 30% to 50%.
Save hours of back breaking work, works on walls and floors. 
Comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary. 
New sponge lasts 5,000 sq.ft. on average. 
Includes aluminum pole with brown sponge, and brown wall sponge. 
Plastic bucket with heavy duty metal grid.
Rear wheels for mobility.
$179.99 item 7300  SHIPPING $16.00

Replacement brown sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99 
Replacement yellow sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99
Replacement yellow slitted sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99 
Replacement hand grip with yellow sponge $12.99

Replacement yellow sponge for pole 5” x 17” $7.99
Replacement brown sponge for pole 5” x 17” $7.99
Replacement yellow floor sponge with metal backer plate $29.99
Replacement pole $12.99
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SPEEDY ROLLER GROUT CLEANING SYSTEM

item 7301

item 7302

PRO WASH BUCKET
Easy Grout Clean Up!
Three rollers designed for maximum water extraction.
Sponge comes with backer plate, no adhesive necessary.
Includes one hand grip with brown sponge.
$64.99 item 7310   SHIPPING $5.00

Replacement brown sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99 
Replacement yellow sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99
Replacement yellow slitted sponge for hand grip 5” x 12” $6.99 
Replacement  hand grip with yellow sponge $12.99

item 7302

SPECIAL SALE 
PRICE!

BEST SOFT FINE PORE
SPONGE AVAILABLE

              XL HYDRO SPONGE
This hydrophilic sponge comes from Greece and is considered the 
finest sponge in the world. This sponge has the ability to pick up 
water yet leave the grout behind. Do not be fooled by other sponges 
that look close to this one; they are not the same.

Only $0.99 each!*  
*450 Pcs Bale Quantity $445.50 item 1066

1 - 49
50 - 449
450 bale

  
  $1.59 each    

  $1.29 each                      

  $0.99 each     

Extra Large, 7-1/2” x 5-1/4” x 2-3/8”      
             

Item 1066



DIAMOND PORCELAIN TILE BITS
These bits cut through hard porcelain and other tough materials.
We tested the bits and results speak for themselves.
Best when used in cordless drills.
Use wet only at 800-1000 RPM. 
Drill through porcelain with very little
pressure. Apply sufficient water to keep the
bit cool.
Use with our adjustable hole saw guides,
item 5876 or item 420. For perfect hole
placement, use the SURE-GUDE system
(shown below).  
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3/16”    $25.99  
1/4”      $29.99
5/16”    $31.99
3/8”      $32.99
1/2”      $36.99
5/8”      $37.99
3/4”      $38.99
1”         $39.99
1-1/4”   $43.99
1-3/8”   $46.99
1-1/2”   $49.99
1-3/4”   $50.99
2”         $56.99
2-1/2”   $59.99

Item 6755

SURE-GUIDE
Drilling accurate holes in tile and stone is now simple. 
Sure-Guide’s all-in-one drill system is a unique and innovative 
design that combines simplicity and the latest technology for 
the stone and tile industry. Self-lubricating drill guide system pro-
duces clean and accurate holes with ease. Works with any
brand of coring bit or diamond hole saw. Using Sure-Guide’s
three inch suction ring and one of four different sized guides,
anyone can drill a clean and precise hole every time.
Includes one 3” suction ring, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8” and 1-1/2”
guides and carrying case. 
$35.95 item 7720

Replacement Guides, 4 PC Variety Pack
$9.99 item 7721

QEP 83200 BRIDGE SAW
8”Bridge Saw - 24” Rip Cut, 18” Diagonally.
This bridge saw cuts big tile and has the power and features
found in saws that are as much as twice the price.
Adjustable folding legs allow the saw to be set up on uneven
surfaces. Wheels are provided for mobility.
8” diamond blade 5/8” arbor. 
1-1/2” depth of cut, weight 99 lbs. 1.5 HP, 110 Volts.
Size 35”L x 20”W x 47”H (with legs).

8” BRIDGE SAW $269.99 item 5226
SHIPPING $52.00 

SPECIAL PRICE!



D24000 HEAVY DUTY 10” TILE SAW
24” rip cut, 18” diagonally in one pass.
Lightweight-only 69 lbs. 
Cantilevering rail/cart system. One person can transport and set up the saw. 
Stainless steel rail system is integrated into the saw frame, insuring accurate cuts.
45 and 22.5° miter feature for quick angled cuts. Quick plunge cut feature for electrical outlets and A/C registers.
5 gallon water pan with rear and side ABS plastic pan attachments can be placed on saw to catch overspray from 
large tile, keeping the water in the pan. 3-3/4” depth of cut allows for cutting of V-cap and pavers.
Powerful 1.5 HP, 15 AMP motor will cut hard materials such as porcelain and stone. 
Removable cutting cart for easy cleaning. Compact size, 34”L x 26”W. 
Edge guide with 2-position 45 degree guide allows for easy lineup of corner cuts.
Blade diameter 10”, 5/8” arbor. Max. depth of cut 3-3/4”.
$899.00 item 6036 FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING
Folding Stand $84.99  item 6037 
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ALPHA VETRO
High Quality Glass Cutting Diamond Blade.

Cuts fast with excellent finish.
4-3/8” $34.99  
7”       $63.99
8”       $79.99  
10”     $84.99  

 item  6505

DeWALT PORCELAIN DIAMOND BLADE
Aggressive diamond matrix designed for porcelain and granite.

10” $54.99  item  6038



TOMECANIC BALL BEARING
Premium quality professional tile cutter.
Cuts wall, floor tile and porcelain.
Large breaker for easy snapping anywhere on tile. 
Spring loaded pads. 9 ball bearings in the head provide
accuracy and long life.
18”  2145  $269.99    
24”  2160  $289.99    
29”  2175  $329.99    
35”  2190  $379.99
    
FREE REPLACEMENT WHEEL!
FREE SHIPPING!

Item 6165
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TM-75 TILE SAW
Quiet 3/4 HP sealed induction motor.
75% quieter than saws with grinder motor.
Depth of cut 1-5/8”. Water pump included. 
Length of cut 14”, diagonally 10”. 
5/8” arbor. Saw dimensions 26”L x 17”W x 14”H.
8” premium blade and cutting package included.
$199.99 (after rebate) item 5833 SHIPPING $18.00
Stand not included. One year warranty.

Folding Stand $58.99 item 58335

$100 Factory Mail-In 
Rebate Available Thru
Dec. 31, 2006.

10/3 x 50FT EXTENSION CORD 
Grounded tile saw extension cord.
10 guage, will deliver the appropriate AMPS to your saw.
Contractor grade, 15 AMP, 125 Volts. Super flexible and abrasion resistant.
$52.99 item 6423 Free with Tile Master Plus purchase. 

TILE MASTER PLUS KIT
New larger cutting capacity! 
24” rip cut , 16” diagonally. 
50% larger cast aluminum conveyor cart. New spring-assisted plunge cut capability. 
Blade shaft lock. Powerful 1.5 HP, 115 Volt, Baldor motor, depth of cut 3-3/4”.
10” blade capacity, 5/8” arbor. Weight 118 lbs.
Kit includes saw, folding stand and cutting package.
$908.99 item 6391K FREE SHIPPING*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.

FREE 10 GUAGE EXTENSION CORD 
WITH TILE MASTER PLUS PURCHASE!
Rolling Folding Stand $199.99  item 6392 SHIPPING $6.00
Rear Wheel Kit for Folding Stand $20.99 item 6394

 CUTS PORCELAIN! 
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GEMINI REVOLUTION XT WET SAW
Cuts curves in tile, porcelain, marble and granite.
Weighs only 38 lbs. 1 HP, 110 Volts. 
10” diamond ring blade that cuts up to 2” thick.
So clean and quiet you can use it indoors.
5 times more blade power (torque) than any other saw in its 
class. Optional rolling conveyor cart available. 
$929.99 item 5223 SHIPPING $40.00
Folding Stand $84.99  item 5212 

Diamond Blade Standard $74.99  item 5213 

Diamond Blade Double Sided $139.99  item 5214 

WET VARIABLE SPEED 
STONE POLISHER KIT
For sanding, polishing, and grinding applications.
Center water feed allows wet polishing.
7.9 AMPS, weight 4.6 lbs. 5/8”-11 spindle thread.
2,000 to 4,000 RPM. Labyrinth construction 
seals motor and bearings from dust.
Includes attached water feed, water quick connect, 
velcro backer pad, ground fault interrupter and
9 diamond polishing pads.
Kit $389.99 item 4232K

(Grits: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 
3000, black buff and white buff.)

WET MARBLE & GRANITE PADS 
50
100
200
400
800
1500
3000
BUFF BLACK
BUFF WHITE
Set of 9 pads 

$10.99  
$10.99  
$10.99  
$10.99 
$10.99 
$10.99 
$10.99  
$10.99
$10.99 
$89.99  

Item 6200

4” WET/DRY TILE CUTTER
10,800 RPM, weight 7 lbs. 5/8” arbor.
1-3/8” depth of cut, angle cut to 45 degrees.
10 AMPS, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 1-3/8”.
Cuts tile, stone, concrete, brick, fiber cement siding, 
tile backer board, stucco and pavers.
$69.99 item 7480

SPECIAL PRICE!
4” continuous blade, 8’ water hose connection 
and carrying case included.
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MK-225 HOT DOG 
DIAMOND BLADE

Premium wet thin-rim blade for porcelain, ceramic and vitreous tile. 
The Hot Dog blade has tension slots to prevent blade wobble. 

        

CUTS PORCELAIN

Buy 5 $50.99 each 

MK-100 WET SAW KIT
Special Offer While Supplies Last!
High torque G.E. motor, 1.5 HP, 115 Volts.
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 96 lbs.
Saw dimensions 36”L x 21.5”W x 22.5”H.
10” MK-200 diamond blade, rip guide and water pump included.
Includes folding stand and cutting kit.

$539.99 item 5926K
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE.
We are required to collect sales tax from California residents.

  10” $54.99  item  6060

MK-100JCS TILE SAW
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
High torque 1.5 HP BALDOR motor, 115 Volts.
Depth of cut 3-3/4”. Weight 134 lbs.
Saw dimensions 44”L x 24”W x 29”H.
Rip guide, water pump and 10” tile blade included.
Length of cut 20”, diagonally 14”.
Built-in stand with wheels, easy set-up!
$809.99 item 6711
FREE SHIPPING FROM MK FACTORY WAREHOUSE*
*Motor freight to a commercial address in the continental USA.
We are required to collect sales tax from California residents.

MK-250GXC CONTINUOUS RIM 
DRY PORCELAIN BLADE

Premium dry cutting blade for clean chip-free cutting on porcelain.
Can be used wet or dry. Fits grinders and 4” tile cutters. 

 

 
                                            4” $25.99  item  164111

                                            Buy 5 $18.99 


